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                                                        Young Kenyans are not finding work: how universities can do a better job of training entrepreneurs
                                                    

                        
                            By Renson Muchiri Mwangi Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Kenyas long-term development blueprint, Vision 2030, envisions an empowered youth driving economic growth. The focus on its young population (aged 1534) is apt given that the median age of the countrys population of 55...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Biden steps up pressure on Israel − using the key levers available against an ally with strong domestic support
                                                    

                        
                            By Jordan Tama                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            The fraying relationship between the U.S. and Israel over the latter countrys conduct of its war in Gaza got even worse on April 4, 2024, several days after Israel killed seven aid workers in a drone strike. President Joe...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Scoop: Netflix depiction of Prince Andrew interview is a welcome addition to the journalism film canon
                                                    

                        
                            By Sarah Lonsdale                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            The car crash interview with Prince Andrew was indeed a scoop for then BBC Newsnight presenter Emily Maitlis. Its depiction in the new Netflix film Scoop is a reminder of the power of the one-to-one interview where, as in...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Why the Chiefs and Royals couldn’t convince Kansas City voters to foot the bill for their stadiums
                                                    

                        
                            By Victor Matheson                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            For the Kansas City Chiefs brass, it must have seemed like the perfect time to ask local voters to cough up some money for stadium renovations.

The team was riding high from a big Super Bowl win in February 2024, its...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Why batteries come in so many sizes and shapes
                                                    

                        
                            By Wesley Chang                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            If youve looked in your utility drawer lately, you may have noticed the various shapes, sizes and types of batteries that power your electronic devices. First, there are the round, non-rechargeable button cells for your...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Gut microbiome: meet Clostridium butyricum – the bacteria that helps keep us feeling our best
                                                    

                        
                            By Bunmi Omorotionmwan                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Our friend here, Clostridium butyricum (also known as C butyricum), is one of the hardest working microbes living in our gut. Without its exhaustive work, we might find ourselves constantly feeling a little under the...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        If life exists on Jupiter’s moon Europa, scientists might soon be able to detect it
                                                    

                        
                            By Lucinda King                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Europa is one of the largest of more than 90 moons in orbit around the planet Jupiter. It is also one of the best places to look for alien life.

Often termed an ocean world by scientists, observations to date strongly...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Why the BBC has a licence fee and what might happen if it were scrapped
                                                    

                        
                            By Simon Potter                        
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                            The TV licence is as much part of British life as the BBC, which it helps to fund. But in an era of increased media choice  much of it available online, through voluntary subscriptions or even for free  BBC director...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Will you be this year’s ‘April fish’? Businesses have a long history of using April Fools’ Day to try and prank us all
                                                    

                        
                            By Gary Mortimer                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            This morning, breakfast television shows will be reporting obscure, although mildly believable, announcements from organisations and brands about new products, services or discoveries. Social media platforms will also be...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Despite appearances, digital networking hasn’t killed the business card – yet
                                                    

                        
                            By Jane Menzies                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Have you ever met someone, been handed a business card, and found yourself without one to hand back?

Perhaps you offered an alternative, saying lets connect on LinkedIn, or displayed a scannable QR code on your phone...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        How to look after your mental health while packing up Mum or Dad’s home
                                                    

                        
                            By Erika Penney Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            So Mum or Dad has died, or moved to aged care, and now youve got to pack up their house. Its a huge job and youre dreading it.

Its normal to feel grief, loss, guilt, exhaustion or even resentment at being left with this...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        ‘I hope publishers will be brave’: older women are often erased in fiction – but in 2 new Australian novels they take centre stage
                                                    

                        
                            By Carol Lefevre                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            If older women move through the world with a sense of being unseen, in the world of books, and especially in contemporary fiction, they have all but been erased. So pervasive is their absence, it is nearly possible to draw...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        A sustainable future begins at ground level
                                                    

                        
                            By Shahid Azam                        
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                            In 2015, the United Nations adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a call to action in global partnership. By 2023 it appears that our progress has been far from satisfactory in achieving these...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Increasingly sophisticated AI systems can perform empathy, but their use in mental health care raises ethical questions
                                                    

                        
                            By A.T. Kingsmith                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            In a world where technology is increasingly intertwined with our feelings, emotion-AI harnesses advanced computing and machine learning to assess, simulate, and interact with human emotional states.

As emotion-AI...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Leadership transparency alone doesn’t guarantee employees will speak up in the workplace
                                                    

                        
                            By Ellen Choi Et Al                        
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                            Leaders are often encouraged to be open, authentic and vulnerable at work. Employees are similarly told their voices matter in the workplace and to speak up when they need to. But, being open and honest at work is not...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Canada needs a national strategy for homeless refugee claimants
                                                    

                        
                            By Christina Clark-Kazak                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            One year after the federal government closed Roxham Road, refugee claims in Canada continue to increase: there were 143,785 in 2023 compared to 91,730 in 2022.

The surprise announcement in March 2023 to modify Canadas...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Zimbabwean migration to South Africa: how technology helps keep families together
                                                    

                        
                            By Maria Marchetti-Mercer Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Political instability and economic decline in Zimbabwe have accelerated migration to South Africa in the last two decades. Because of the overriding socio-economic focus of the migration, people often fail to understand...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        What is Volt Typhoon? A cybersecurity expert explains the Chinese hackers targeting US critical infrastructure
                                                    

                        
                            By Richard Forno                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Volt Typhoon is a Chinese state-sponsored hacker group. The United States government and its primary global intelligence partners, known as the Five Eyes, issued a warning on March 19, 2024, about the groups activity...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Exploding stars are rare but emit torrents of radiation − if one happened close enough to Earth, it could threaten life on the planet
                                                    

                        
                            By Chris Impey                        
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                            Stars like the Sun are remarkably constant. They vary in brightness by only 0.1% over years and decades, thanks to the fusion of hydrogen into helium that powers them. This process will keep the Sun shining steadily for...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Ukraine recap: Russia won’t attack Nato countries says Putin, believe it or not
                                                    

                        
                            By Jonathan Este                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Vladimir Putin says has no intention of attacking any Nato members. Visiting an airbase in Torzhok, on the road between Moscow and St Petersburg, the Russian president told a group of pilots he didnt plan to spark a war...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        New electrochemical technology could de-acidify the oceans - and even remove carbon dioxide in the process
                                                    

                        
                            By Charles-Francois de Lannoy Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            In the effort to combat the catastrophic impacts of global warming, we must accelerate carbon emissions reduction efforts and rapidly scale strategies to remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere and the oceans. The...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Moldova: Russia continues its mischief-making in breakaway Transnistria
                                                    

                        
                            By Stefan Wolff                        
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                            In mid-February, the leader of Moldovas breakaway region of Transnistria, Vadim Krasnoselsky, summoned deputies of all levels of the Pridnestrovian Moldavian Republic. The purpose of their meeting, he announced, would be...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Protection racket or fair medical model? Why the AFL’s illicit drugs policy is a necessary duty of care
                                                    

                        
                            By Daryl Adair                        
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                            Earlier this week, independent MP Andrew Wilkie accused the AFL of conducting off the books illicit drug testing to identify players using substances of abuse, then inappropriately withdrawing them from matches under false...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Eating some chocolate really might be good for you – here’s what the research says
                                                    

                        
                            By Dan Baumgardt                        
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                            Although it always makes me scoff slightly to see Easter eggs making their first appearance in supermarkets at the end of December, there are few people who arent delighted to receive a bit of chocolate every year.

It...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Updated U.S. law still leaves Indigenous communities in Canada out of repatriations from museums
                                                    

                        
                            By Mary Jane Logan McCallum Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            A new amendment to the United States Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) came into effect in January 2024. The amended law now has some teeth to penalize museums who have thus far been very slow...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        A philosopher makes the case for a thoughtful life – but life is more than a thought experiment
                                                    

                        
                            By Oscar Davis                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Svend Brinkmanns Think is a book in praise of the thoughtful life and an easygoing exploration of the role of thinking in our lives today.

The book is essentially in two parts. The first is descriptive. It explores...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Art depicts Jesus in a loincloth on the cross – the brutal truth is he would have been naked
                                                    

                        
                            By David Tombs                        
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                            When Jesus is shown on the cross, he is almost always depicted wearing a loincloth around his waist. We now know, however, this has more to do with artistic convention than historical accuracy.

Featuring a loincloth...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        March Madness: The stars of women’s NCAA basketball face high expectations as the sport grows
                                                    

                        
                            By Nwakerendu Waboso Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Womens basketball superstars are standing at a crossroads for collegiate basketball, professional womens sport, and the relationship between race and gender more broadly.

Last years NCAA womens basketball championship...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Finland is the happiest country in the world – but our research suggests the rankings are wealth and status-oriented
                                                    

                        
                            By August Nilsson                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Finland steadily ranks as the happiest country in the world. In March 2024 the country was, for the seventh year in a row, ranked as the happiness champion. The ranking is based on one simple question, using a ladder...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Judas and the economics of betrayal
                                                    

                        
                            By Renaud Foucart                        
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                            No one remembers the names of the soldiers who arrested Jesus, or the civil servants who organised his crucifixion. But Judas Iscariot has not been forgotten, and will forever be associated with treachery and...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        US election: two graphs show how young voters influence presidential results as Biden gets poll boost
                                                    

                        
                            By Paul Whiteley                        
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                            American politics is very polarised at the moment, with bitter disagreements between Democrats and Republicans in Congress, in the media and in the presidential campaign.

One source of polarisation that is rarely...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        South Africa’s electricity crisis: what political parties say in their election manifestos about solving it
                                                    

                        
                            By Hartmut Winkler                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            South Africa is in the middle of a deep electricity crisis. In 2023 the public, many of whom are voters, experienced the worst loadshedding to date, losing power for an average of five hours a day.

The power shortages...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Gaza war: is UN security council ‘demand’ for a ceasefire legally binding? Here’s what international law says
                                                    

                        
                            By Amanda Cahill-Ripley                        
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                            Despite the groundbreaking adoption of a UN security council resolution demanding a immediate ceasefire in Gaza, the war continues. The reaction from Israeli prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, to the passing of the...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Julian Assange: how British extradition law works
                                                    

                        
                            By Gemma Davies Et Al                        
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                            Julian Assange will have to wait a further few weeks to learn whether he can appeal his extradition to the US. The UK High Court has delayed making a decision on the case, giving the US three weeks to provide assurances...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Do employees slack off after receiving their bonuses? Our research tells a more optimistic story
                                                    

                        
                            By Argyro Avgoustaki Et Al                        
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                            The carrot-and-stick approach  rewards and punishment  is a long-held theory of motivation. It features in some form or other in many animal training, child rearing, and management methods. In modern incarnations applied...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        In the fog of the video streaming wars, job losses and business closures are imminent
                                                    

                        
                            By John J Oliver                        
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                            Prussian general and military theorist Carl von Clausewitz presented the concept of the fog of war in 1832. It is a phrase that has become synonymous with the uncertainty and confusion of military battle.

But this...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Honey is said to help with hay fever symptoms – here’s what the research says about this claim
                                                    

                        
                            By Samuel J. White Et Al                        
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                            Honey has a long history as a revered natural remedy across many cultures. Ancient civilisations recognised its therapeutic potential, employing it for various medicinal purposes. The ancient Egyptians, Assyrians, Chinese,...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Balenciaga and the influence of abstract art
                                                    

                        
                            By María Villanueva Fernández                        
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                            In January, the TV series Cristóbal Balenciaga premiered, a story inspired by the life of the Spanish designer during his time in Paris, beginning when he arrived in 1937. The plot seeks to explore his personality...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Why EU information campaigns are failing to deter migrants from leaving
                                                    

                        
                            By Antoine Pécoud Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            It was everywhere on the news and social media. In September 2023, 10,000 migrants arrived on the island of Lampedusa, more than doubling the islands population of 6,000 and overwhelming its resources. The migrants  mostly...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        What your sad desk sandwich says about your working habits
                                                    

                        
                            By Jennifer Whillans                        
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                            Hows that sandwich? If youre munching on a supermarket meal deal while reading this, well, I probably am too.

Brits in particular are known for their obsession with sandwiches, which they eat alone while continuing to...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Many drugs are prescribed for conditions they weren’t tested for – here’s what you need to know
                                                    

                        
                            By Dipa Kamdar                        
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                            All prescription drugs need a licence from a regulator to treat a specific condition. But licensed drugs can be prescribed for conditions they havent been tested for in a clinical trial. This is known as off-label...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Chinese acquisitions in the Bordeaux vineyards: have their new owners really been neglecting them?
                                                    

                        
                            By Alexandre Bohas Et Al                        
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                            Since 2012, more than 200 acquisitions have been made by Chinese investors in Bordeauxs prestigious vineyards, mainly from the countrys economic, political and artistic elite. A leading example is Alibaba founder Jack Ma,...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Industry shutdowns are messy and painful: 4 lessons Australia’s coal sector can learn from car-makers about bowing out
                                                    

                        
                            By Vigya Sharma                        
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                            Shifting Australias electricity sector to low-carbon technologies and closing coal plants is vital to tackling climate change. But such transitions are easier said than done.

People and economies are often deeply...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        We have revealed a unique time capsule of Australia’s first coastal people from 50,000 years ago
                                                    

                        
                            By Peter Veth Et Al                        
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                            Barrow Island, located 60 kilometres off the Pilbara in Western Australia, was once a hill overlooking an expansive coast. This was the northwestern shelf of the Australian continent, now permanently submerged by the...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        How Moscow terror attack fits ISIS-K strategy to widen agenda, take fight to its perceived enemies
                                                    

                        
                            By Sara Harmouch Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Russia is reeling from the worst terror strike on its soil in a generation following an attack on March 22, 2024, that killed at least 137 concertgoers in Moscow.

The attack has been claimed by the Islamic State group....                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        Australia’s biggest chemist is merging with a giant wholesaler. Could we soon be paying more?
                                                    

                        
                            By Angel Zhong                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Corporate Australia loves a big merger. And amid a growing flurry of them across the business scene, a new blockbuster has emerged.

All eyes are on two titans of the pharmacy industry  Chemist Warehouse and Sigma...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        We’ve taken smoking from ‘normal’ to ‘uncommon’ and we can do the same with vaping – here’s how
                                                    

                        
                            By Carolyn Holbrook Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Vaping is a pressing public health issue. While adult smoking rates continue to fall, vaping rates are rising. Seven per cent of adults now vape daily, up nearly three-fold since 2019. Most alarmingly, the rate of daily...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        We created a VR tool to test brain function. It could one day help diagnose dementia
                                                    

                        
                            By Joyce Siette Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            If you or a loved one have noticed changes in your memory or thinking as youve grown older, this could reflect typical changes that occur with ageing. In some cases though, it might suggest something more, such as the...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        ‘The ghost has taken the spirit of the Moon’: how Torres Strait Islanders predict eclipses
                                                    

                        
                            By David Bosun Et Al                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            Its eclipse season. The Sun, Earth and Moon are aligned so its possible for the Earth and Moon to cast each other into shadow.

A faint lunar eclipse will occur on March 25, visible at dusk from Australia and eastern...                        

                    

                                    
                        
                                                        ISIS-K’s attack in Moscow risks escalating the Russia-Ukraine war
                                                    

                        
                            By Michael Brundage                        

                        
                            [image: ]
                            A music concert in suburban Moscow became the scene of a bloody terrorist attack on March 22 as gunmen with automatic weapons and Molotov cocktails killed more than 130 people and injured dozens more.

Immediately after...                        

                    

                
            

        


        

            
                
                    
                        
                                                        Bitcoin Miners Ramp Up Sales, Hashrate Peaks Before April 2024 Halving Event
                                                    

                                                    [image: ]
                                                
                            Ahead of the anticipated April 2024 halving, Bitcoin miners are strategically increasing their sales, reaching a peak in daily transactions not seen since August 2023. As reported by CryptoQuant, sales surged to 1,600 BTC,...                        

                                                    	BlackRock Enlists Citi, Citadel, Goldman Sachs for Bitcoin ETF, Expanding AP Roster
	Nyan Heroes Hits 100K Players Milestone, Unveils Exclusive Solana NFT Prizes
	Shiba Inu Token Lists on Nexo, Sparks Optimism Among Investors for Price Surge
	Jony Ive and Sam Altman's Ambitious AI Device: Pioneering Personal Technology
	Samsung Galaxy Watch FE Unveiled: Smart Technology Meets Affordability


                                            



                                            
                            
                            
                                                                Justin Trudeau to Bolster Canada's AI Capacity With Over C$2B Investment
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                                                                                                    Canadas Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced on Sunday, April 7, that his administration will invest C$2.4 billion to bolster the countrys artificial intelligence industry. He said the latest funding is aimed at scaling...                                                            

                                                            	Doosan, IBM Expands Tie-Up in Digital Solutions, AI Strategies, ESG
	New York City Justifies AI Chatbot’s Advise for Business Owners to Break Laws
	Nvidia, Indosat Join Forces to Build New AI Center in Indonesia
	Joe Biden Voices TikTok Concerns to Xi in Talks Amidst Rising US-China Tensions
	Toyota Slashes bZ4X Lease Prices Amid Lagging EV Sales in US Market


                                                    

                                            
                            
                            
                                                                Goldman Sachs Eyes Emerging AI Titans, Seeking Next NVIDIA Abroad
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                                                                                                    Given the significant performance and euphoria achieved by Artificial Intelligence (AI) firm NVIDIA, Goldman Sachs is now looking for the next wave of AI companies capable of producing similar results.

Global Investors...                                                            

                                                            	Joe Biden Voices TikTok Concerns to Xi in Talks Amidst Rising US-China Tensions
	Toyota Slashes bZ4X Lease Prices Amid Lagging EV Sales in US Market
	Nyan Heroes Hits 100K Players Milestone, Unveils Exclusive Solana NFT Prizes
	Bitcoin Miners Reactivate as BTC Prices Soar, Analyst Reports
	Analyst Deems $50K Bitcoin Drop Unlikely Amid Rising Support Levels


                                                    

                                            
                            
                            
                                                                AliExpress Under Fire: Unsafe Phthalate Levels Found in Children's Items
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                                                                                                    In a striking revelation on Monday, the Seoul city government disclosed the presence of cancer-causing substances in childrens products sold on AliExpress, one of the leading Chinese online retail platforms. Following a...                                                            

                                                            	E-Commerce Clash Escalates in S. Korea Between Coupang and AliExpress
	Naver Struggles as AliExpress Threatens S. Korean Market Share
	Kakao Pay becomes first in S. Korea to service China’s AliExpress


                                                    

                                            
                            
                            
                                                                Australia to Impose Fines on Supermarkets for Unfair Practices
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                                                                                                    Australias major supermarkets could soon face significant penalties if they fail to treat suppliers and growers fairly. An independent government review revealed on Monday proposes transitioning the current voluntary...                                                            

                                                            	Aussies Endure Scarcity of Home-Brand Drinks Coles, Woolworths Due to Carbon Dioxide Shortage
	Woolworths and Coles should heed simplicity lesson from Aldi
	Coles says these toys promote healthy eating. I say that's rubbish


                                                    

                                            
                            
                            
                                                                Shell and Saudi Aramco Eye Pavilion Energy in Multi-Billion Dollar Bid
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                                                                                                    In a significant move within the energy sector, Shell and Saudi Aramco have entered advanced price negotiations to acquire the assets of Pavilion Energy, an LNG (liquefied natural gas) trading company owned by Temasek....                                                            

                                                            	Shell to build renewable hydrogen plant in Netherlands
	Shell selling its retail oil business to Lukoil as it exits Russia
	New Kevin McCarthy tapes 'a bombshell', says former Trump administration official
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                                                                                                    In a market-shaking move, FTXs estate has liquidated $1.9 billion in Solana holdings at a steep discount, igniting debates on SOLs potential for a price rebound amid broader crypto market resilience.

FTXs Estate Massive...                                                            

                                                            	Elon Musk's Grok AI Lags in Security, Meta's Llama Leads in Safeguarding Users
	Netherlands Poised to Align With U.S. on China Export Controls Amid Diplomatic Strain
	Elon Musk's Grok AI Outshines ChatGPT-4 in Cost and Reach, Revolutionizes AI
	Coinbase Cautions on Bitcoin Halving Amid Seasonal Crypto Market Downturn
	Tesla Sets New Light Show Record in South Korea; Elon Musk Offers FSD to Rivals
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                                                                How the UK’s new rights around flexible working will affect employees and businesses
                                                            

                            
                                                                    By Jane Parry Et Al - 
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                                                                                                    Employees in the UK have just received a new right to request flexible working arrangements from the first day of a new job. This is courtesy of the Employment Relations (Flexible Working) Act and supporting secondary...                                                            

                                                    

                                            
                                                        
                                                                Nukes in space: a bad idea in the 1960s – an even worse one now
                                                            

                            
                                                                    By Michael Mulvihill - 
                                                                06:12 AM|
                                                                    Insights & Views
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                                                                                                    The US and Japan are sponsoring a resolution for debate by the United Nations security council which  if passed  will reaffirm international commitments to the 1967 outer space treaty (OST) forbidding the deployment and...                                                            

                                                    

                                            
                                                        
                                                                How cuts to marginal income tax could boost the UK’s stagnant economic growth
                                                            

                            
                                                                    By Dawid Trzeciakiewicz Et Al - 
                                                                06:12 AM|
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                                                                    Economy
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                                                                                                    The British prime minister recently claimed the UK economy has turned a corner. Rishi Sunak said inflation figures were encouraging, and proclaimed that 2024 would be the year Britain bounces back.

According to his...                                                            

                                                    

                                            
                                                        
                                                                Traditional Japanese diet associated with less brain shrinkage in women compared to western diet, says research
                                                            

                            
                                                                    By Giovanni Sala Et Al - 
                                                                06:12 AM|
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                                                                    Health
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                                                                                                    Cognitive decline and dementia already affect more than 55 million people worldwide. This number is projected to skyrocket over the next few decades as the global population ages.

There are certain risk factors of...                                                            
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                                                                                                    The history of how a new city of Pompeii was built in the 19th century is little known, but a new exhibit reveals its story.
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                                Climate change, and specifically rising temperatures, may cause food prices to increase by 3.2% per year, according to a new study by researchers in Germany. As climate change continues to worsen, this price inflation will...                            
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                                Alexander Hamilton, one of the founding fathers of the US, wrote a wealth of reports that served as building blocks for the countrys economic system. In 1791, during his time as secretary of the Treasury, Hamilton...
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                                Chinas annual parliamentary meetings in Beijing came to a close on March 11. They were conducted under great pressure: a weak economy and high expectations from both the domestic public and international observers as to...
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                                    The U.S. government has tightened export restrictions on high-performance semiconductor chips to China, including the Nvidia RTX 4090D, and is urging South Korea to enforce similar curbs, marking a significant escalation...                                
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                                    Japan and the United States are poised to deepen ties in the high-tech sector, signaling a strategic move to enhance their global partnership with a focus on artificial intelligence and semiconductor...
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                                    The United States is finalizing a list of Chinese chip factories banned from receiving vital technology, aiming to curb Beijings tech advancements amid national security concerns. Concurrently, a US-Mexico semiconductor...
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                                    Chinas Commerce Minister Wang Wentao is set to visit Europe in April to address concerns and advocate for the Chinese electric vehicle (EV) industry amid a European Commission investigation into alleged unfair...
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                                    Seven nationals of the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) face charges for a long-term cyber espionage campaign targeting political dissidents and officials in the US, marking a significant escalation in international cyber...
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                                    Airplane flight is one of the most significant technological achievements of the 20th century. The invention of the airplane allows people to travel from one side of the planet to the other in less than a day, compared...                                
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                                    The progress of science in the last 400 years is mind-blowing. Who would have thought wed be able to trace the history of our universe to its origins 14 billion years ago? Science has increased the length and the quality...                                
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                                    Hair loss (also known as alopecia) often affects the scalp but can occur anywhere on the body. Its very common and usually nothing to worry about; about half of Australian men show signs of visible baldness at age 50 and...                                
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                                    When we look out to the stars, it is typically not a yearning for the distant depths of outer space that drives us. When we are looking out there, we are truly looking back at ourselves. We try to understand our place in...                                
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                                    Doosan Robotics Inc., a South Korean firm specializing in designing and manufacturing cutting-edge industrial robots for production processes in various business fields, teamed up with Mega Coffee to supply robot baristas...                                
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                                    BYD is considering introducing its next-generation Blade EV battery, promising to redefine electric mobility with extended range and reduced costs.

This innovative battery technology, set to be released in August 2024,...                                
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                                    In a significant stride toward electric mobility, Mercedes-Benz is slated to unveil its much-anticipated electric G-Class at the Beijing Motor Show, heralding an era of luxury electric off-roading. Concurrently, Kia Motors...                                
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                                    In a candid exchange on X spaces, Elon Musk, Teslas CEO, forecasted a near-future where artificial intelligence surpasses the intellect of the smartest humans by as early as next year.
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                                    Apple Inc. and Shutterstock Inc. reportedly reached an agreement to use stock images to train AI. The deal will give the iPhone maker access to millions of images, videos, and even music files that it can use to train its...                                
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